
Make available 
your great products 

BOOST YOUR EXPORT WITH US



in more than 50 countries with fulfilled 
more than 170 projects worldwide.

We are: 
a reliable partner to companies of any size 
around the globe who wish to unlock the 
potential of seizing a new customer base in 
foreign countries by exporting more, opening 
branches and doing business worldwide.

We take care: 
about expanding your export business and 
selling your products worldwide.



Europe

Poland 
Lithuania
Latvia
Germany
Austria
France
Spain
Greece
Italy
Switzerland
United Kingdom 
Belgium 

CIS

Russia
Belarus
Ukraine
Kazakhstan
Uzbekistan
Turkmenistan 
Kyrgyzstan 
Armenia
Georgia
Azerbaijan

Middle East

Saudi Arabia 
UAE
Lebanon
Jordan
Israel

Asia

China
Japan
South Korea
Turkey 

Africa

Morocco
Kenya
Ethiopia
Uganda
Nigeria
Ghana
Congo
Tanzania
South Africa 
Algeria 

Americas

USA
Canada
Brazil
Argentina
Mexico
Chile 



O U R  TA R G E T  I S

To find opportunity 
to grow sales 
of 



For Small 
companies

we help to open the greatness of your products 
and make it available worldwide. Our team with 
huge experience of launching different types of 
products in more than 50 countries will provide 
you with the solutions for your great products. 

For Medium 
companies

we help to tune the strategy of exporting and 
opening new markets. Also we work together 
a lot locally on best sales and promotion 
strategies of products. 

For Big 
companies

we provide our expertise of funding new 
opportunities on existing markets and assistance 
of setting up and extension 
business locally worldwide that leverages 
your competitive strengths and advantages. 



We take care
about your export and business 
operations worldwide from your 
idea and dreams to implementation 
of them and earning profit for you.

We offer
a wide range of services that help 
you to make an informed decision 
prior to entering a new market and 
after we take care about growing 
your sales and profit.



We start with a range of markets 
where it is possible for your brand 
to gain the most strength.

competitor analysis;

market audit;

market statistics of industry-specific capabilities;

expansion techniques;

local suppliers audit;

HR audit to identify law compliance discrepancies;

compensation consulting strategy and planning

We carefully examine country features, supply 
and demand balance to find a strategy and 
markets that best suit your brands.

competitor analysis;

market audit;

market statistics of industry-specific capabilities;

expansion techniques;

local suppliers audit;

HR audit to identify law compliance discrepancies;

compensation consulting strategy and planning



We create a strategy for exporting 
or setting up a branch of your business 
in the country of choice or region.

local partnership search and selection;

business address registration and assistance in 

choosing the office;  

corporate law and corporate governance;

sales representatives;

delivery management;

preparation of export documents;

customs clearance

We implement a plan according 
to the agreed strategy of entering markets 
and launching products.

sales and channel management;

marketing plan to maximize customer retention;

profit growth tools;

scalability approaches in sales;

legal establishment process in the target country;

commercial and trade law;

employment and migration law;

intellectual property law 



We provide comprehensive support 
at every phase of expansion and beyond, 
ensuring growing sales and profits.

post-entry growth opportunities;

performance management and motivation strategy;

department analysis;

job descriptions;

search and selection;

professional tests for recruitment purposes;

labour agreements.



We are dedicated to building successful 
ventures with our clients. Our resources 

empower companies to establish effective 
business processes abroad, increase revenue 
and lower operational expense. By providing 

exceptional project teams and expert 
resources, we help our clients achieve their 
desired results beyond countries of origin.



Challenge: 

a manufacturer of B2B products from 
Germany intended to enter the Russian 
market by setting up local production 
and distribution channels. Due 
to the company’s limited resources 
the decision was to minimize the 
groundwork period and open the branch 
as soon as possible with minimum costs. 

Solution: 

in order to build a comprehensive strategy 
that minimizes risks and maximizes return, a 
competitive analysis of the target market 
was carried out as the initial stage.  After 
a two-step dealers selection (long- and 
short-list analysis) we assisted the client 
with drafting and signing of the dealer 
contract. The final stage was to enter the 
Russian market and establish continuous 
sales through the chosen dealer.

Result: 

the German company saved costs and time 
by not having to handle the complex and 
lengthy expansion process. All activities 
were taken care of by our team, including 
the extensive pre-launch research phase 
that involved meetings with potential 
dealers and due diligence. As a result, 
the client gained advantage of the properly 
selected distribution partner and exceeded 
sales in Russia by 30% of the plan. 

saved costs and money to 
enter the market 

successful business 
with minimum costs 

German B2B 
expansion 
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Challenge: 

a European FMCG company with 
manufacturing capacity saw a great 
opportunity in entering a promising 
market in one of African countries. 
The company had made several 
unsuccessful attempts of expansion 
before contacting us. 

Solution: 

after carefully assessing several possible 
options, we proposed the most viable 
strategy of entering the African market 
by acquiring a local manufacturer and 
expanding the portfolio by adding the 
client’s own brand to the range.

Result: 

the chosen approach allowed to launch their 
products in an African country 
in a short span of time, resulting in 5% of 
saturated FMCG market share taken in 5 
following years. Our experts also helped the 
client to identify the right partners, such as 
financers, distributors, suppliers, marketing 
agencies to support their business 
operations in the new market.

European 
FMCG 
firm goes 

achieved higher market 
share than even initially 
wanted by the company 

our model helped the 
company to become 
the leader on the market 



Challenge: 

a manufacturer from the European 
Union had long worked in one of the 
countries of Latin America through 
establishing their own branch. However, 
the sales volume was struggling to gain 
momentum for 
many years, and the gross revenue 
started declining. 

Solution: 

through the comprehensive analysis 
of internal business processes and market 
capabilities we found several bottlenecks 
that hindered client’s growth. The 
revitalization strategy included business 
processes optimization in the Latin America 
branches with reorganization of the entire 
supply and distribution channels. 

Result: 

we successfully helped the client pull itself 
out of the red after years of slumping sales 
and vanishing market share. Our team 
provided extensive view into market 
dynamics (vendor landscape, HR 
improvements, market gaps, etc.) and 
multiple efficient strategies for sales 
channel enablement. The turnaround recipe 
blended a renewed commitment 
to core brands with comprehensive 
and cross-functional brand planning.

European 
manufacturer 
improves its 
position in 
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the branch of the 
company has become 
profitable 

saved money by 
restructuring its 
business 



product design and 
manufacturing 

brand launches from scratch 
in different markets

business sale 
to strategic investors

extensive experience 
in large international 
companies, which allows you 
to manage projects 
of any size

multinational team 
management of any size 

raising trade finance 
and investments globally

establishment of trading 
companies, production 
sites, branches across 
the globe

an extensive network 
of high-level managers 
in various industries 
across the globe



info@gtrade.eu.com

+48 (22) 208-7377

04-412 ul.  Aleja Gen. Antoniego
Chrusciela Montera nr.88A, 
Warsaw, Poland 

Get in touch


